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Why metal–oxos react with dihydroanthracene
and cyclohexadiene at comparable rates,
despite having different C–H bond strengths.
A computational study†

Johannes E. M. N. Klein,*a Büsra Dereli,b Lawrence Que Jr.a and
Christopher J. Cramerb

1,4-Cyclohexadiene (CHD) and 9,10-dihydroanthracene (DHA) are

two substrates used to probe the steric requirements of metal–oxo

oxidants in H-atom-transfer (HAT) reactions, based on the assump-

tion that they have comparable C–H bond dissociation enthalpies

(BDEs). We use computations to demonstrate that the BDE of DHA

is B3.5 kcal mol�1 larger than that of CHD and that their often

comparable reactivity is based on a competing interplay of bond

strengths and favorable van der Waals interactions.

1,4-Cyclohexadiene (CHD) and 9,10-dihydroanthracene (DHA) are
common substrates for the study of hydrogen-atom-transfer (HAT)
reactivity involving nonpolar C–H bonds.1 Their relatively high
reactivities are primarily associated with the low bond dissociation
enthalpies (BDEs) for their doubly allylic and benzylic C(sp3)–H
bonds, respectively. The C–H bond strengths in CHD and DHA are
often judged to be similar and Luo2 recommends BDE values for
CHD and DHA of 76.0 � 1.23 and 76.34 kcal mol�1, respectively,
based on various experimental measurements. Such a similarity
in BDEs suggests that these two compounds may be used to probe
the steric environment encountered by a C–H substrate in HAT
reactions, with the expectation that both substrates would react
at comparable rates when the metal-based oxidant or, more
generally, the H-atom acceptor is sterically unencumbered. By
contrast, a faster rate for the smaller CHD may be anticipated
when the H-atom acceptor is less accessible. In computational
studies of HAT reactions involving these two substrates, we found
that the BDEs for these two substrates are predicted/computed to
be rather different. This observation prompted us to reinvestigate
their BDEs and to evaluate their respective reactivities in
HAT reactions with three metal–oxo complexes (Fig. 1).

We first computed BDE values for CHD and DHA using the
M06-2X5 functional in combination with the def2-TZVPP6 basis
set. Benchmarking has demonstrated that the M06-2X functional
can predict dissociation energies in radical generating reactions
with a mean unsigned error of 1.8 kcal mol�1 over a data set
of 61 examples.7 At this level of theory, the BDEs for CHD
(75.5 kcal mol�1) and DHA (79.0 kcal mol�1) are found to be
different (Table 1), and by considerably more than the experi-
mental error associated with the recommendations of Luo noted
above. We note that the experimental BDE of CHD has been
re-evaluated recently,8 resulting in a value of 76.9� 0.7 kcal mol�1,
which agrees reasonably well with the M06-2X predicted value.
A BDE difference of 3.5 kcal mol�1 would be expected to result in a
noticeable difference in reactivity, and appears at first glance to be
inconsistent with experimentally observed trends where these two
substrates display similar reactivity in many instances (vide infra).
These results suggest two potential scenarios: (a) the computed
BDE values, and more importantly the difference between them, is
not accurate or (b) the similar rates for HAT reactions with CHD
and DHA do not arise from having similar BDEs but must involve
other factors that counterbalance a substantial BDE difference.
To address these possibilities, we carried out additional calcula-
tions of the BDEs of these compounds using wave function theory
(WFT) methods and computed transition-state (TS) structures and
associated energies of activation for the HAT reactions of both
compounds with the three complexes in Fig. 1.

For an alternative computation of the BDEs of CHD and
DHA, we computed energies using the jun–jun dual method of

Fig. 1 Metal–oxo complexes used in this study.
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Truhlar and co-workers, which can be considered an estimate for
CCSD(T)/CBS (for details see ESI†).9 The BDEs of CHD and DHA
at the jun–jun level are 76.3 and 79.9 kcal mol�1, respectively
(Table 1). In addition to being in good agreement with M06-2X,
and in essentially quantitative agreement with respect to the BDE
difference, we expect these results to be close to chemical accuracy
(note that the value predicted for CHD is within experimental error
of the recent measurement of Gao et al.8 mentioned above). Thus,
we conclude that the similar reactivity of CHD and DHA observed
for many HAT reactions is not attributable to similar BDEs but
involves other effects that compensate for the difference in BDEs.

We now consider some specific examples of HAT reactions
with CHD and DHA, beginning with [FeIV(O)TMG3tren]2+ 10 and
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+ 11 (Fig. 1). With the former, the rate
of DHA oxidation is slower than that of CHD oxidation, which has
been attributed to steric crowding associated with the TMG3tren
ligand. Removal of one of the side arms of the ligand reduces the
crowding of the oxo unit in the latter, resulting in comparable and
overall increased rates for the oxidation of both CHD and DHA.
Experimental second order rate constants (k2) are listed in Table 2
for comparison. We note here that both [FeIV(O)TMG3tren]2+ and
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+ belong to the rare subset of synthetic
non-heme FeIV(O) complexes with an S = 2 ground state, which is
enforced by the trigonal bipyramidal coordination geometry.12

Most other such synthetic complexes possess an S = 1 ground
state,13 the HAT reactivity of which has been proposed to proceed
on the S = 2 spin surface owing to two-state reactivity (TSR).14

In the presently selected examples the complication of a change
in spin state is alleviated. One aspect to consider, however, are the

frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) involved.15 For S = 2 complexes
a s pathway has been proposed to be favorable, leading to a
Fe–O–H(C) bond angle of B1801 in the TS structure upon popula-
tion of the empty dsz2* orbital and resulting in a high spin (S = 5/2)
FeIII(OH) intermediate. A competing p pathway, in which one of
the singly occupied dpxz/yz* orbitals is populated, would lead to
a bond angle of B1201 in the transition state resulting in an
intermediate spin (S = 3/2) FeIII(OH) intermediate. The formation of
a high-spin configuration is usually considered to be favorable and
attributed to exchange-enhanced reactivity.15b,c For completeness
we computed both pathways for the [FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+

complex. This also allows us to evaluate the role of the approach
of the substrate. It should be noted that an alternative p pathway
leading to a high spin configuration has been described recently
but we do not consider that here.16

In addition to these FeIV(O) complexes we also include a
CuIII(OH)(L) complex (Fig. 1) that is capable of oxidizing non-
polar C–H bonds.17 The challenge that we introduce with this
particular complex arises from the closed-shell singlet configu-
ration of the starting materials, which must transition to an
open-shell configuration (broken symmetry within the context
of single-configurational Kohn–Sham DFT)18 along the reaction
coordinate. To corroborate these calculations with experimental
numbers we report in the present publication the second order
rate constant (k2) for the oxidation of CHD by the CuIII(OH)
complex, which allows us to make the desired comparison to the
previously reported value for the oxidation of DHA; these values
are in close agreement (Table 2).

So, we reiterate the questions that are raised by the computed
BDEs: (i) what is the origin of the comparable reactivity? (ii) Can
we use DHA and CHD to probe steric interactions between
transition metal complexes and substrates?

When inspecting the structures of both CHD and DHA, an
obvious structural difference becomes apparent (cf. Table 1).
The CHD molecule is flat and possesses D2h symmetry, whereas
the DHA molecule is butterflied and exhibits C2v symmetry. These
computed structural features are in agreement with crystallogra-
phically determined parameters for these compounds.19 To probe
how these structural differences contribute to the BDE difference,
we computed the enthalpy of activation for inversion of the DHA
molecule via a D2h symmetric transition state. We obtained a
value of DH‡

298 = 1.1 kcal mol�1 (M06-2X/def2-TZVPP), indicating
that the geometrical change is likely a non-trivial contributor to
the difference in BDE, but other factors must also be at least as
important.

We did not expect a substantial difference with regards to
steric interactions caused by the slight geometrical differences
exhibited by the two substrates. We suspected instead that the
difference in BDEs can be compensated for through favorable
van der Waals interactions20 (dispersion) between the oxidant and
DHA that lower the activation energy for DHA to the same level as
for CHD. We probed this hypothesis through a series of calcula-
tions where we first computed reaction paths using the B3LYP21

functional, which poorly accounts for such weak interactions,
and then compared these results to a set of calculations with the
same functional including Grimme’s D322 dispersion correction.

Table 1 Computed BDE values for CHD and DHAa

Compound Computational method BDE [kcal mol�1]

CHD M06-2X/def2-TZVPP 75.5
DHA M06-2X/def2-TZVPP 79.0
CHD jun–junb 76.3
DHA jun–junb 79.9

a Structural depictions are based on geometries obtained at the M06-2X/
def2-TZVPP level of theory. b E( jun–jun) E E(CCSD(T)-F12a/jun-cc-
pV(D+d)Z) + (E(MP2-F12/jun-cc-pV(T+d)Z)� E(MP2-F12/jun-cc-pV(D+d)Z)).9

Table 2 Comparison of experimentally determined second order rate
constants (k2 in units of M�1 s�1) of HAT from CHD and DHA for the
complexes studied here computationally

Complex CHD DHA Ref.

[FeIV(O)TMG3tren]2+ 1.2a 0.090a 10a
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+ 18a 57a 11
CuIII(OH)(L) 38b,c 50b 17a

a In MeCN at �30 1C. b In difluorobenzene at �25 1C. c Kindly measured
by DD and WBT (see acknowledgements).
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Such an approach was also recently reported by Wagner and
Schreiner.23 Solvation effects were taken into account through
the COSMO24 solvation model. Before going into details of the
calculations, we note at this stage that the results here do not aim
at an exact reproduction of the experimental values but rather
are designed to allow us to understand the trends exhibited by
experiment. The HAT reactions examined here exhibit non-
classical kinetic isotope effects (KIEs), but we do not attempt
to compute tunneling transmission coefficients as Shaik and
co-workers have shown these to be very similar for CHD and
DHA in general.25 Therefore, we will discuss the differences of
activation barriers (DDG‡) between CHD and DHA oxidation and
not the absolute computed barrier heights, which are significantly
influenced by the inclusion of Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction
(Table 3). The full computational details can be found in the ESI.†

In all calculations for the HAT reactions from CHD and DHA
using the B3LYP functional, i.e., in the absence of dispersion, we
observe an energy difference of +4.1 to +6.2 kcal mol�1 with
respect to the activation free energies for CHD vs. DHA oxidation.
For the complexes [FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+ and CuIII(OH)(L),
differences of +4.1 to +5.1 kcal mol�1 roughly reflect the computed
difference in BDE between CHD and DHA but are inconsistent with
the experimental observation of similar rates for CHD and DHA
oxidation (Table 2). The difference in the computed activation free
energies for the [FeIV(O)TMG3tren]2+ complex is a somewhat larger
6.2 kcal mol�1, which may be attributed to the steric bulk of the
TMG3tren ligand. These energy gaps are roughly eliminated
upon inclusion of Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction. Indeed,
with dispersion included, it is the HAT reaction from DHA that
is computed to be slightly more favorable for [FeIV(O)TMG2-

dien(MeCN)]2+ and CuIII(OH)(L) by margins of �1.8(s)/�0.2(p)
and �1.1 kcal mol�1, respectively. The CHD barrier remains
slightly lower than the one for DHA for the HAT reaction of the
[FeIV(O)TMG3tren]2+ complex. In all cases, the counterbalancing
effects of BDE difference and dispersion lead to a consistent
agreement between computations and experiment, although
the Grimme D3 dispersion correction seems to slightly over-
stabilize the DHA TS structures, a feature which has been
documented in the literature before.26 Notably, in the case of
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+, the influence of dispersion on the

differential activation free energies is of similar magnitude,
independent of which pathway, s or p, is followed. In Fig. 2,
representative TS structures for the HAT reactions of CHD and
DHA with [FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+ are depicted. Geometrical
perturbations due to the inclusion of dispersion are small, and
TS structures for the HAT reaction by the other complexes are
quite similar (compare ESI†). This can also be extended to a
similarity between the electronic structure of the TS structures
for CHD and DHA oxidation. As depicted in Fig. 2, there is very
little difference in the spin densities between the two substrates.
However, the electronic structures associated with the reactions
can be quite different for the complexes studied as evident from
the spin density distributions (see ESI†), which further supports
the generality of the observations made here. This set of calcula-
tions allows us to answer the originally posed questions as follows:
(i) the comparable reactivity of CHD and DHA that is often
observed experimentally is not a reflection of similar BDEs, but
rather reflects a well-balanced interplay between BDE difference
and dispersion interactions leading to an overall comparable rate
in HAT reactions. (ii) Despite the difference in BDE computed
here, the CHD–DHA-model can still serve to quantify the steric
interactions between a given oxidant and the substrate. We
recommend, however, referring to ‘‘comparable reactivity’’
rather than ‘‘similar BDEs’’ when exploiting their comparison
in the future, as the former is a better reflection of the observed
phenomenon and encompasses all effects that contribute to the
reactivity of a given substrate rather than singling out the BDEs.

In summary, we have re-evaluated the BDEs for CHD and DHA
computationally and found that the value for CHD, 76.3 ( jun–jun)
is in excellent agreement with the recently reported experi-
mental value of 76.9 � 0.7 kcal mol�1.8 We further find a value

Table 3 Comparison of computed activation free energies (kcal mol�1)
for HAT with and without dispersion correctiona

Complex [dispersion correction]

DG‡
298

b DDG‡

CHD DHA CHD vs. DHA

[FeIV(O)TMG3tren]2+(s) [�] 23.1 29.3 +6.2
[FeIV(O)TMG3tren]2+(s) [D3] 13.7 14.4 +0.7
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+(s) [�] 21.3 25.4 +4.1
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+(s) [D3] 12.7 10.9 �1.8
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+(p) [�] 26.8 31.7 +4.9
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+(p) [D3] 15.8 15.6 �0.2
CuIII(OH)(L) [�] 22.6 27.6 +5.1
CuIII(OH)(L) [D3] 12.0 10.9 �1.1

a Calculations were carried out at the B3LYP-def2-TZVPP/B3LYP-def2-
SVP(Fe:def2-TZVP) level of theory. COSMO was used in all calculations.
Grimme’s dispersion correction (D3) was used where indicated. b Barriers
are referenced to the fully dissociated reactants.

Fig. 2 Depictions of the transition states (B3LYP-D3/def2-SVP(Fe:def2-
TZVP)/COSMO) (e = 35.88) for HAT from CHD (A) and DHA (C) by the
[FeIV(O)TMG2dien(MeCN)]2+ complex and plots of the associated spin
densities (B) and (D). Depictions were made using IboView27 (isosurface
0.005). Ligand H-atoms are omitted for clarity.
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of 79.9 kcal mol�1 for DHA, which disagrees with the value of
76.3 kcal mol�1 4 that is recommended by Luo in his extensive
compilation of BDE values.2 Future experimental re-evaluation of
this BDE is strongly encouraged. We have further demonstrated,
through computations of activation barriers for HAT reactions for
representative transition metal complexes, that this discrepancy
in BDEs does not necessarily impart a difference in reactivity
between the compounds when participating as substrates in HAT
reactions. Instead, increased dispersion for the larger DHA lowers
its activation free energy when interacting with a ‘‘large but not
too large’’ oxidant, resulting in an observation of similar reactivity
to that of CHD. Previous comparisons made in the literature
regarding the probing of steric interactions with DHA remain
valid, but for more nuanced reasons.

J. E. M. N. K. thanks the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
for a Feodor Lynen Research Fellowship. For support of this
work, we thank the National Science Foundation (CHE-1361595
to C. J. C., and CHE-1361773 to L. Q.). We thank Debanjan Dhar
and William B. Tolman (University of Minnesota) for providing
the second order rate constant of CHD oxidation by CuIII(OH)L.
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